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China Health Ecosystem 2030: A Scenarios Analysis

Chart 1 – Four scenarios of China health ecosystem 2030

More market-driven, with government directives
encouraging more joint ownerships and connectivity
by diverse ecosystem players

Precision Health Care Innovation

Thriving Consumerization

3

Smart Population Health

4

Increase total physical and mental well-being
through more proactive and innovative approaches

Improve sick care experience through better
access and more personalized care

Extent of market participation
in health care expansion

2

Changes of consumer
needs and behaviors

1 Nationalized Infrastructure Boom

More government controlled, with health care
owned and planned mostly by state and SOE
participants
Source: Deloitte analysis
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Major achievements and challenges in China health
care system
Over the past decade, China has grown to become the
second largest global economy by GDP,1 largely driven by
urbanization, integration into the global economy, and
increased domestic innovation in the technology sector.
Meanwhile, the country's 1.4 billion population continues
to age rapidly: about 13.5% is at or over 65 years old,2 and
predicted to grow to nearly 17% by 2030.3
Improving health care for the second largest country
population that continues to grow and age is an unparalleled

challenge but also a key priority faced by the Chinese
government. Major health care system reforms have been
carried out over the past decade to drastically expand
health care coverage through regulatory reforms, health
care infrastructure investments, expanded universal health
care funding coverage, and value chain consolidations (Chart
2). The average life expectancy in China has reached 76.6
years in 2020 compared with 70.6 years in 2000.4 In more
economically developed regions such as Beijing, Shanghai,
and Chengdu, the local life span already equals or exceeds
that of Western countries.5

Chart 2 – Major achievements in China health care system
• NMPA reforms have streamlined review processes for innovative pharmaceutical products and medical devices

Regulatory
reforms

Enhanced
health care
infrastructure

Universal
health care
coverage

Increased pace
for life sciences
innovation

Consolidation to
drive scale and
efficiencies

• More centralized reimbursement has been instituted through the 2018 reorganization with the National
Healthcare Security Administration (NHSA) in charge of drug/ biologic reimbursement in China
• Regulations have been put in place to streamline the distribution systems in order to control end price,
i.e. two invoices system i

• Over 15,343 county level health care infrastructures were built up ii and over 92.1% of existing
hospitals were upgraded with information management systems iii (e.g., EHR)
• All tier-3 hospitals were involved in the medical alliance network by the end of 2019, and there
are over 15,000 hospital alliances formed as of July 2021 iv

• Urban and new rural cooperation funding were deployed that grants 96.8% of population v with
basic health care coverage under medical insurance
• Since the NHSA established in 2018, it has carried out four consecutive negotiations on the
access to the National Reimbursement Drug List, and a total of 250 drugs have been added to
the list through negotiation vi

• 277 innovative drugs have been approved between 2017 to 2021, growing from 248 innovative
drugs that were approved between 2010 to 2016 vii
• The share of approved innovative drugs by domestic companies increased from 5% in 2017 to
46% in 2021 vii

• 6 rounds of pharma and 2 rounds of medical devices national VBP have been rolled out in the past
three years, with accumulated cost savings over RMB 260 billion viii
• The top 100 drug distributors and retailers have contributed to 73.7% and 35.3% of sales in 2020,
growing from 70.9% and 29.1% in 2017 respectively ix

Source: i) Citi Research; ii) National Bureau of Statistics; iii) China Hospital Association Information Committee; iv & v) National Health Commission; vi) National
Healthcare Security Administration; vii) GBI; viii) National Health care Security Administration; ix) Ministry of Commerce
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The current COVID-19 pandemic is placing pressure on
health care systems around the world. In China, the
government has made a strong effort to control this
pandemic (Chart 3). Large-scale PCR testing is frequently
carried out to detect positive cases, universal contact
tracing and pandemic controls have been implemented
to contain the spread, as well as the rollout of nationwide
vaccination programs to boost population immunity. All of
these measures in preventing and controlling the outbreaks
put further pressure on medical resources and budgets for
public health spending, while exposing the urgency to tackle
long standing issues faced by China's health care system,
including:
• Under-developed diagnostic and primary care
capabilities. A large number of community health
centers (CHCs) and township clinics across the country
have limited capabilities to routinely promote disease
prevention, conduct early diagnosis, and provide disease
management. This has resulted in an overall health care
system that is still largely focused on treating diseases that
are often diagnosed late.
• Strained funding sources. An aging population has
already accelerated health care spending and challenged
the solvency of the social security fund. By the end
of 2020, the cumulative balance of the basic pension
fund was 5,807.5 billion yuan, down 7.6% year-on-year,
compared with the 8.1% year-on-year increase in 2019.6
Meanwhile, average patient out-of-pocket costs still hover

around 30% 7as compared to 11% in the U.S. and 15%
in the EU.8 An oncology patient, for example, can incur
an average out-of-pocket treatment cost of up to RMB
800,000 throughout treatment,9 25 times the per capita
disposable income nationwide in China.10 There is a dire
need for a more sustainable funding model.
• Widened gaps in supply and demand. At 2.0 doctors
per thousand people, China has an immense shortage of
professional medical talent, as compared to an average
of 4.0 doctors per thousand people in Western European
countries and 2.7 in the United States.11 This gap has
further led to upticks in long wait time, medical errors,
and disputes. In 2020, there were a total of 18,670 cases
of medical damage liability dispute cases recorded, an
increase of 47% from 2017.12 The health care system
needs to urgently improve trust and enhance the patient
experience.
• Disparities in the quality and accessibility of health
care across the country. The distribution of health
care resources varies greatly across the country, with the
eastern region home to the highest percentage of Class 3
hospitals and health care professionals (HCPs), at 44.3%
and 43.5% respectively in 2020.13 Although hospitals can
admit patients from across the country, practically it is
difficult for residents from lower tier cities to access high
quality health care due to gaps in knowledge, delays in
diagnosis, and lack of effective referrals.

Chart 3 – Case in point: key Chinese public health measures against COVID-19
• Massive PCR-tests are carried out at the designated local communities and hospitals to effect pandemic
monitoring and control
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Large-scale
PCR-based Testing

• According to the State Council, as of April 18, 2022, China has achieved a daily PCR test capacity at 51.65
million tubes i
• Extensive digital contact tracing as well as vaccination permits are used based on QR codes through
cellular carriers and Alipay / Wechat native apps
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Digital Tracking &
Pandemic Control

03

Nationwide
Vaccination

• By the end of 2020, there are a total of 900 million users of the Health QR Code and accumulated
usage of 40 billion times ii
• Risk-based pandemic control is used and dynamically adjusted to minimize the spread of infections
• From 2020 to 2021, China developed and launched 7 locally developed COVID-19
vaccines, with an estimated capacity of 7 billion vials annually
• More than 3.3 billion doses of COVID-19 vaccine have been administrated and over 1
billion of population have been fully vaccinated as of May 5, 2022 iii

Source: i) State Council; Iii) China Internet Network Information Center; iii) State Council
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Future aspirations for China's health care
Building on the progress of the past decade, China aspires
to develop a truly healthy and sustainable health care
system to an increasingly aging population. First released
in 2016 and intensely promoted in 2019, the Healthy China
2030 program unveiled an ambitious blueprint to transform
China's health care with a series of core aspirations and
principles for the future of health:
• Health and wellness should be prioritized in the future
health care agenda. The concept of health and wellness
will need to be fully embedded into policy-making across
economic, environmental, and public health planning to
enable the advancement of both health and the economy.
• Holistic health solutions should be established via a multitiered system that can drive health management, disease
prevention and diagnosis, rehabilitation, and senior care.
• Equitable access to health and health care services for
both urban and rural populations, with minimized gaps in
the quality of care.
• Efficient delivery using both government-driven and
market-directed mechanisms that support tech, digital,
and life sciences innovations and create disruptive and
innovative health care models.

5

These four aspirations are closely interconnected. For
example, prioritizing healthy lifestyles for the population
would require the healthy system to provide more holistic
health management. In order for such population-wide
health management to become truly scalable and equitable,
technologies and innovative models need to be heavily
leveraged that can deliver efficient and high-quality health
care. Together, these four aspirations can reinforce each
other to strengthen system resilience against inevitable
shocks and stresses of the future. It will take a holistic
approach to transform China's health care system and
realize all four aspirations.
Emerging trends in China's health care: forces of
change and disruption
The health care industry in China has been facing constant
forces for change. Going forward, a number of major
global and local trends will present both challenges and
opportunities for China's health care system. The most
important six mega trends are outlined below (Chart 4).
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Chart 4 – Mega trends of future China health care

Tiered expansion of public and
private health care infrastructure
and services

Diversification of health care
funding models and integration
with care

• Public health institutions, hospitals,
primary clinics improve coordination
mechanisms for major disease
prevention, control and primary care

• Reimbursement models will
continue to evolve from more
abrupt cost control measures to
more sophisticated value-based
measures

• Diagnostic infrastructure such
as regional central labs and point of
care will expand in order to address
increasing needs for specialized tests
• Health care services continue to
expand beyond the traditional
sick care, with inclusion of a variety
of health, wellness, rehab and senior
care services

• Private funding models, such as
commercial health insurance and
city-based health care insurance
continue to increase their shares in
health care expenditure

Formation of local ecosystems
for breakthrough health
care innovations and their
industrialization
• Regional life sciences clusters
such as Bohai, Yangtze River Delta,
Greater Bay Area, and Hainan BoAo
continue to attract both foreign
and domestic top management and
specialized life sciences talents
• Local leaders will continue
to accelerate the pace of
innovation, and further embed into
global life sciences R&D innovation
ecosystem
• Traditional Chinese Medicine
will attract more evidence-based
research and scale-ups

Rapid shift of disease and health
conditions with an aging and
urbanizing population

Enhanced roles of consumers and
patients in health care journey

Proliferation of digital, technology
and data to enable smart health
care

• The upsurge of an aging population
will create more chronic conditions
as well as terminal illnesses

• Dietary management is empowered
by improved health awareness and
concern over the safety in food,
nutritional supplements and drugs

• A growing digital economy
will further influence the
consumption of health care and
lead to more innovative health care
models, e.g. location-based ondemand health services

• Ongoing urbanization and
changing lifestyles will create
more life style health conditions and
diseases
• The rise of the middle class will
result in higher health care demand
and diversified needs

• The increasing need for risk
assessment and early intervention
leads to the growing demand for
personalized disease management
• Increased awareness for mental
conditions will generate more needs
for both professional as well as selfenabled mental interventions

• Disruptive technologies, such as
5G, wearable devices, AI and robots
will continue to disrupt the traditional
health care models
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• Rapid shift of disease and health conditions with an
aging and urbanizing population.
China's population is expected to reach 1.46 billion by the
year 2030, with over 1 billion expected to live in urban
areas.14 By then, China will have the world's largest senior
population, at around 247 million people over 65 years
old, with many carrying a variety of co-morbidities and
chronic illnesses. On the other hand, the younger, middle
class population in urban settings, 15with their changing
life styles, will also develop a large number of conditions
affecting their quality of life, such as mental, digestive, and
immunological disorders. The more diversified needs of
these changing disease spectrums will further compound
the strain and demand on the health care systems.
• Tiered expansion of public and private health care
infrastructure and services.
It is predicted that the future health care system will
become increasingly interconnected and will expand to
cover more holistic care across a patient's lifecycle. We
see continued expansion of hospital networks across
the country to enable more coordinated primary care,
specialty care, as well as rehabilitation. 16Meanwhile,
private health care will continue to expand and address
gaps in public health care, such as premium health
management services, medical tourism, and aesthetics to
name a few.17
• Enhanced roles of consumers and patients in health
care journey.
The large scale dissemination of information through
digital social media, social commerce platforms as well
as more health care-centric channels will continue to put
more information available at the fingertips of average
consumers. Take medical cosmetics for example, various
online retail and consumer groups, such as Meituan
Aesthetic Medicine, So-Young, Tmall Aesthetic Medicine,
are already key influencers in consumer decisions
regarding treatments and brand selection. 18As the rising
middle class and high-income population pay more
attention to their health and well-being, more diversified
information will enable but also challenge Chinese
consumers and patients to be the guardians of their own
health and well-being.
• Diversification of health care funding models and
integration with care.
Diversification of funding as well as payment models are
expected to persist in order to achieve sustainable funding
for China health care. Today, on the private side, more than
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100 cities have offered so called city-sponsored health
insurance,19 and more than 300 million "critical illness"
commercial insurance policies have been sold.20 On the
public side, Volume Based Procurement (VBP), National
Reimbursement Drug List (NRDL), Diagnostic Related
Group (DRG), and Capitation have all been actively piloted
or rolled out.21 22 23 24 The proportion of private funding and
public-private partnerships will likely continue to grow in the
coming years, and the criteria for funding will go far beyond
just cost containment to enable more value-based care.
• Proliferation of digital, technology and data to
enable smart health care.
With over 1 billion mobile internet users (99.6% of total
internet users) by the end of 2021, China has one of the
largest digitally savvy populations on the planet. Recent
years have seen an accelerated shift to smart health care
enabled by internet and new technologies, and increased
integration of virtual with traditional health care: as of
2021, the digital health care user population has reached
298 million, and over 1,600 internet hospitals were
established as of H1 2021.25 Going forward, the promotion
of the internet with smart health care will continue to
benefit from increased adoption of technologies such as
AI, wearable devices, 5G and block chain in health care
settings, as well as more data connectivity to bring more
de-centralized, innovative health care models.
• Formation of local ecosystems for breakthrough
health care innovations and their industrialization.
Increased R&D funding and favorable policies into
biomedical research topics such as genomics, stem
cells, synthetic biology, and gene editing, etc., have so
far accelerated the growth of local innovation clusters,
such as Bohai, Yangtze River Delta, Greater Bay, and
Hainan BoAo.26 They each have attracted an ecosystem
of multi-national companies, local biotechs, translational
centers, and contract services organizations. These local
clusters will continue to draw upon their geographical,
political, and talent advantages to expand. As such, it is
expected that China's role in the global R&D value chain
system will continue to evolve, with more participation
in the development of next-generation cell and gene
therapeutics, the revitalization of traditional Chinese
medicines (TCMs), and the ability to provide precision
manufacturing at scale. More Chinese life sciences
companies may also emerge as leaders of innovation on
the global stage in the next 10 years.
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The purpose of scenarios
Despite the mega trends identified above, predicting and
planning for the long-term future of health in China is still
challenging for two reasons. First, the speed and extent to
which the mega trends are occurring can still vary greatly, for
example, the extent of adoption of disruptive technologies,
such as AI, Blockchain, and 5G, in health care settings by
2030. Second, there are still many uncertainties that can
pivot the direction of the health care system. For example,
the magnitude and intensity of geopolitical and economic
tensions over the long term will directly impact China's ability
to integrate with and influence global or regional health care
systems.
Scenarios inform present-day decision-making by exploring
different possible futures. In contrast to forecasting,
scenarios examine what is most uncertain and surprising,
as a mechanism to generate insight and provoke action
regarding future-focused risks and opportunities. Scenarios
can stretch our thinking about divergent plausible futures.
Importantly, the value of scenarios analysis is to examine
all of the possible futures identified – rather than focusing
on the more desirable ones – with the understanding
that any scenario may occur. Thus, scenarios are a tool for
the decision makers to uncover blind spots and broaden
perspectives about alternative future environments in which
today's decisions might play out. The implications drawn
from the scenarios are designed to trigger discussion, rather
than serving as prescriptive outcomes. For leaders whose
organizations are highly impacted by evolving changes,
scenarios can provide unique contextual intelligence to
inform choices, reduce risk, improve strategic contingency
planning, and pursue mutually desired outcomes.

9

How to build scenarios
The focal question of a scenarios analysis captures the
core issue to be explored through the scenarios. Deloitte
identified the focal question for this analysis to be: how will
China's health care evolve by 2030 and how might this
affect the extended health ecosystem?
Identifying uncertainties
The critical uncertainties for a scenarios analysis are the most
important yet unpredictable driving forces that will significantly
impact the focal question. Complementing an analysis of
relatively predictable mega trends outlined in the previous
section, an initial list of over 80 uncertainties was compiled
through robust desktop research as well as interviews with
both Deloitte subject matter experts and executives from
China's health care industry. We further distilled and identified
the 10 most critical uncertainties covering topics across social,
technological, environmental, economic, and political aspects
(Chart 5):
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Chart 5 – Most critical uncertainties impacting China's health ecosystem in 2030

Focus on physical well-being

Consumer's definition of health and
wellness

Focus on total well-being

Follow the heart, with choices
largely dictated by feelings and
experiences

Consumer's choice of life style

Follow the mind, with choices
largely dictated by evidence and
rational decisions

Highly skeptical and situationalbased

Attitude towards innovative health care
delivery models

Widely recognized and accepted

Adopted mostly in health care
settings focused on sick care

Recognition and adoption of disruptive
technologies in health care

Adopted widely across the whole
life cycle of health management

Limited integration, data remains
siloed and applied only in very
limited health care settings

Big data integration and application in
health care

Total integration creating data as
a universal currency for health
and health care consumptions

Becomes more frequent but with
limited impact to the healthcare
system

The occurrence of large scale pubic
health crises

Remain rare events with elongated
impact to the healthcare system

Limited to specific demographics
and their health care needs

Contribution of digitized and shared
economy to health care

Pronounced across wide range of
demographics and their healthcare
consumptions

Provided as supplemental
funding to a small fraction of the
whole population

Scale of commercial health care
insurance

Provided to a majority of population
as a meaningful source of funding and
value-added services

Improving the equality,
efficiency and sustainability of
health care

Government health care spending
priority

Improving the quality, diversity
and outcomes of health care

More restricted against foreign
investments

Regulations on foreign participation
in health care sector

More relaxed for foreign
investments

Fragmented market access, with
strong protection for domestic
products

Openness and ease of market access

Consistent market access with
fair rules for both MNC and local
companies
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• Social: China has a culturally and geographically diverse
population. Consumer attitudes towards health care and
behaviors vary greatly and are strongly shaped by local
factors, such as cultural beliefs and the influence of TCMs.
On the other hand, more evidence-based medicine rather
than traditional ideas and experience is gaining ground
where people rely on increasingly popular information
channels, such as Wechat and WeDoc, to manage their
health. These observations imply several long-term
uncertainties in China's future health care system on the
social and demographic front: how will Chinese consumers
define health and wellness, will the definition be more
focused on physical well-being mostly, or more on total
well-being? Will consumer lifestyle choices be dictated
by feelings and experiences, or by evidence and rational
decisions? Will consumers hold highly skeptical attitudes
towards innovative health care delivery models, or will they
highly recognize and accept them?
• Technological: Despite the multiple innovation
frontiers China is actively participating in, such as
quantum computing, AI, and gene editing, there are still
uncertainties as to the speed and scale at which these
innovations will see large-scale adoptions in the health
care sector. There are common challenges similar to
those in the developed markets, such as access to top
R&D talent and a supportive regulatory framework
required for disruptive innovations. Other challenges
are more pronounced in China, for example, whether
large-scale health data can be integrated to support life
sciences R&D and even health care decisions. Hence,
the key technological uncertainties are: will disruptive
technologies be adopted in a small number of health care
settings or widely across the whole life cycle of health
care management? Will health care's big data integration
and application be limited to only a small number of
health care stakeholders (e.g. leading public payers and
hospitals), or completely integrated and widely applied
across many stakeholders (e.g. insurance, health care
organizations, consumers, internet hospitals, retail
pharmacies) as a universal currency for health and health
care consumption?
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• Environmental: Though climate change that affects the
environment may give rise to more global scale public
health events, the science and management approaches
are improving. The severity of future universal public
health events as well as the ability to manage them
effectively and in a coordinated manner will have a large
impact on both global and China's future health care
systems. Hence, the key environmental uncertainties
here are: will large scale public health crises become the
norm in the following decade or will they remain as black
swan events? Will they be well controlled and managed in
most parts of the world within 3-5 years or will their taxing
effects drag on for an extended period of time that over 5
years.
• Economic: Powered by big digital, mobile internet and
5G infrastructures, China has already grown a significant
digital economy at 11.8 trillion RMB (ca. 1.8 trillion dollars)
in 2020.27 Large-scale and more China-unique or originated
digital consumption models such as social commerce
like live streams have proven quite successful but also
have significantly raised the expectations of customers.
Applications of digital consumption models in China's
health care space, so far, is mainly concentrated in areas
such as disease education, e-prescriptions, online medical
consultations, to name a few.28 For the next decade,
it remains to be seen whether this digital and shared
economy will see much more ubiquitous adoptions within
health care consumption, both in terms of population
coverage as well as the breadth of such coverage across
the health care journey. In addition, the roles and extent
of traditionally underplayed but increasingly encouraged
private health services and funding can also influence the
size and structure of the health care sector significantly.
Hence the key economic uncertainties are: will the digital
and shared economy contribute significantly to the health
care sector or will its contribution be limited? Will private
health care be limited to a small fraction of the whole
population, or will it become a more universal part of the
health care system?
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• Political: Globally, all major economies' health care
policymakers are grappling with the challenges of
increased disease burdens, rising cost pressures,
and promoting innovations to address the unmet
medical needs of the century. However, policies and
approaches differ significantly among countries. US
health care policies, for example, tend to direct health
care spending more towards the recognition of true
health care innovations, with regulations generally
providing a transparent market access environment that
encourages healthy competition and cooperation among
players. India health care policies, on the other hand,
more heavily prioritize the use of high quality generic
and low-cost alternatives to address health care needs,
with market access regulations favoring more domestic
players and heavily adapted to different regions.29
China's policies today do carry a mix of what's available
in other markets, including regulatory reforms that
accelerate medical innovations, cost controlling policies
such as the central and regional VBP, more value-based
funding measures such as NRDL, as well as the "Made in

China 2025" localization initiative. The long-term policy
directives, if pivoted toward one direction or the other,
can carry significant impacts on the mixture of health
care products and services and how they are delivered.
These key uncertainties are defined as follows: how will
the Chinese government prioritize health care spending,
will the government aim to improve equal access
through scalable, cost-effective spending, or to improve
outcomes through more diversified spending to increase
quality? Will regulations on foreign investment be more
relaxed or become highly restricted? Will market access
be more transparent with fair rules for both MNC and
local companies, or will they be fragmented with strong
protection favoring domestic products?
The two scenario dimensions
Based on inputs from a diverse group of experts, a list of
critical uncertainties were clustered to form two distinct
axes with respective extremes that will subsequently
formulate future scenarios. These two axes of critical
uncertainties are:

Chart 6 – Demand: transformation of consumer needs and behaviors

Improve sick care experience
through better access and more
personalized care

Transformation of consumer needs and
behaviors

Increase total physical and
mental well-being through
more proactive and innovative
approaches

Consumer's definition of health and wellness

Consumer's choice of life styles

Attitude towards innovative health care delivery models

Recognition & adoption of disruptive technologies in health care
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• Demand – Transformation of consumer needs and
behaviors. This axis is an aggregated uncertainty from the
four critical uncertainties that were identified. Collectively,
it represents the demand side shift in terms of the needs
and behaviors of consumers' in the future health care
system in two ends:
– Improve sick care experience through better
access and more personalized care
– In this extreme, consumers largely base their lifestyle on
experiences and regard health as an issue mostly when they
get sick. They mainly rely on professionals for health care delivery
and are generally slow in adopting innovative health delivery

models. The value of disruptive technologies has yet to be
widely recognized, though those enabling significantly better
patient experience will be highly valued, e.g., gene editing as a
curative treatment for rare diseases.

– Increase total physical and mental well-being
through more proactive and innovative approaches
– In this extreme, consumers regard total well-being as
the main goal for health care. They are willing to adopt
highly innovative and personalized health delivery models
to maintain a good sense of health awareness and selfcontrol. Disruptive technologies such as AI, robotics, gene
sequencing, etc., also are widely recognized and adopted into
health care settings.

Chart 7 – Supply: extent and variety of market participation in health ecosystem
More government controlled,
with health care owned and
planned mostly by state and SOE
participants

Extent and variety of market participation in
health ecosystem

More market-driven, with
government directives encouraging
more joint ownerships and connectivity
by diverse ecosystem players

Big data integration and application in health care

The speed and scale of commercial health care insurance
Government health care spending priority

Regulations on foreign participation in health care sector

Openness and ease of market access

• Supply – Extent and variety of market participation
in health ecosystem. This axis is an aggregate of the
five critical uncertainties that were identified. Collectively,
it represents the supply side structural shift in terms
of the freedom and connectivity between ecosystem
stakeholders in providing health care in two ends:
– More government controlled, with health care
owned and planned mostly by state and SOE
participants
– In this extreme, a more government controlled health
care system prioritizes public spending on the equitable
expansion of care. The consumption and sharing of
health care data will be largely constrained to public
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entities. Government regulations further scrutinize foreign
participation with increased local protectionism.

– More market-driven, with government directives
encouraging more joint ownerships and
connectivity by diverse ecosystem players
– In this extreme, government policies encourage participation
of all ecosystem players with an open and transparent market
access environment, in order to promote multi-tiered health
care services and funding model. For instance, a high degree
of shared ownership and integration of health care data will
take place between public medical institutions, commercial
insurance, retail pharmacies and internet hospitals, etc., to
enable more informed health care decisions.
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Outcome: our four scenarios
Pairing these two axes of dimensions, the matrix below, reveals four scenarios for China's future of health:
Chart 8 – Four scenarios for China's health ecosystem in 2030
More market-driven, with government directives
encouraging more joint ownerships and
connectivity by diverse ecosystem players

Precision Health Care Innovation

Increase total physical and mental well-being
through more proactive and innovative approaches

3
Extent of market participation
in health care expansion

Improve sick care experience through better access
and more personalized care

2

Thriving Consumerization

Changes of consumer
needs and behaviors

Nationalized Infrastructure Boom

Smart Population Health

4

1
More government controlled, with health care owned
and planned mostly by state and SOE participants

• Scenario 1--Nationalized Infrastructure Boom
– A future health care system focusing on high efficiency
at preventing and managing disease outcomes.
Government-directed key capabilities upgrades, as well

as state-owned value chain integrators have created
many scalable, value-and cost-effective solutions to
drive better patient experience and outcomes.

14
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• Scenario 2--Precision Health Care Innovation
– A future health care system presenting abundant
innovative solutions to Chinese patients, delivered by
public and private health care with funding solutions in
total harmony. Patients would seek advanced, precision
and personalized medical care from different types of
health care providers.
• Scenario 3--Thriving Consumerization
– A future world featuring democratized health and
wellness consumption. Equipped with disruptive digital
and sensory technologies, Chinese consumers become

Scenario 1: Nationalized Infrastructure Boom

15

the guardians of their own health. Seamless cross-sector
convergence has created many de-centralized new
health and health care settings, delivering solutions
across the whole life cycle.
• Scenario 4--Smart Population Health
– A future world featuring government-directed population
health management. Tiered public smart health care
facilities are fully interconnected through massive,
regionally interconnected big data hubs that enable fluid
and equitable access to health and health care across
the whole life cycle.
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Scenario description
This is a future in which large scale and persisting public
health issues will further impact the access to the health
care system. The rising geopolitical and economic tensions
are further constraining China's GDP growth, as a result, the
traditional health care and insurance system is outpaced
by the growing needs of an increasingly aging and sick
population.
In this world, the transformation of the health care system
will show a trend of further nationalization, and systemic
efficiency improvement and cost management of health
care are government's first and foremost priorities. Many
state-owned initiatives will be implemented to further drive
down costs and improve efficiency. For example, volumebased government procurements will become routine
for most pharmaceutical, medical device, and diagnostic
products; and generic and local-substitution health care
products will be heavily prioritized for funding.
Two types of innovations are mostly recognized in this
world. First, niche life sciences innovations that address
those populations with lack of effective treatments will be
approved, such as rare diseases, severe immune disorders,
etc. Second, health care innovations that demonstrate
scalable cost-savings and equitable access to care will be
recognized and adopted, such as telemedicine in rural and
remote areas, AI-powered pathology and imaging centers,
and RWE-based referral system for patients,etc. All of them
can help drive costs down while alleviating the pressure
on the health care system, and enhance the efficiency of
treatment.
In terms of China's health ecosystem dynamics, the positions
of leading domestic manufacturers of pharmaceutical and
medical products with a large portfolio of high quality,
competitive cost local alternatives, such as biosimilar and

high quality consumables,etc., will be reinforced. Stateowned enterprises become the local champions for the
launch of integrated, scalable and cost-effective solutions
across the health care value chain. Multinational companies
across the different health care-related industry sectors
will face increased hurdles to compete in China, and they
will seek for more development opportunities by further
focusing on specific products and solutions, local R&D and
manufacturing, and diversified business models through
investment and joint ventures. They also demonstrate to
the Chinese government their commitment in bettering the
country's health care development.
Consumers/patients have generally effective but limited
choices for health care consumption. A number of those
who are demanding an alternative, more personalized
selection of products and services will be challenged.
Early signs that signal a shift to this reality
• More frequent and increased number of pharmaceuticals,
devices, and diagnostics are subject to national level
volume-based procurement with greater emphasis on cost
effectiveness
• Government policies demonstrate clear favorability to state owned and domestic enterprises across the health care value
chain, e.g., pharmaceuticals, medical devices, diagnostics,
health care providers, commercial insurance, and internet
and technology in terms of market access and financial
subsidies
• Government implements large-scale initiatives and pilots
specifically in equitable health care delivery and solutions
(e.g., regional telemedicine and diagnostic hub programs)
• Majority of consumers/patients still seek sick care and
rely heavily on the public health care system for both care
delivery and insurance coverage
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Scenario 2: Precision Health Care Innovation

Scenario description
This is a future in which, despite consistent geopolitical
and trade tensions, China's GDP growth through the "dual
circulation" strategy is largely successful. The biggest middleclass population has therefore thrived in China. Although
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the key focus of health care is still around disease treatment
and management, Chinese are increasingly demanding more
diverse and personalized sick care experiences. Meanwhile,
private health care funding has reached a critical mass by
contributing significantly to spending on health care.
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Recognizing the population's diversified medical needs,
the government employs more market-driven incentives to
spur health care innovations that can deliver more precision
health care. More favorable policies are implemented
to encourage foreign companies to introduce precision
medicine products in China through local partnerships--such
as cell therapy, gene editing, and digital medicine,etc. Large
number of industry-academic cooperation are instituted to
cultivate the next generation talents for life sciences R&D
and management and accelerate translational research—
with IP practiced uniformly enforced across the country.
China will become a global hub and incubator of many
cutting edge innovations in next-generation therapeutics,
diagnostics, and medical technologies. The local life sciences
sector will thrive, with many domestic companies also
emerging on the global stage as leaders in innovation.
From the health care providers' side, more practical policies
will be issued to bring in more diverse private health care
providers to supplement the public health care. Patients
can choose public health care for relatively standardized
high quality services and private health care for highly
personalized, premium quality services. A variety of care
delivery models--such as retail primary care clinics, remote
surgery centers, and specialty hospitals--have reached a
critical mass, enabling patients to receive de-centralized sick
care for their conditions at home, in the community, on the
go, or in specialty hospitals.
To enable this diversified sick care delivery experience,
the health ecosystem has exhibited an increased level of
cooperation between the innovative life sciences players
(e.g., biopharma, medtech, diagnostic) and health care
players (e.g., public and private hospitals, payers, digital
health care). Innovative business models are driven by
values and outcomes with alignment of the interests among
different stakeholders become more commonplace.

Early signs that signal a shift to this reality
• The Chinese government lowers the barrier for
multinational companies to participate in life science
domains traditionally seen as sensitive, such as stem cell
and gene therapies, by demolishing regulatory restrictions
on foreign investment (e.g., Negative List), negotiating
bilateral trade/investment agreements (e.g., EU-China
Comprehensive Agreement on Investment), and/or
establishing health care foreign investment designated
areas (e.g., Free Trade Zone, Pilot Zone, Industry Parks) – all
contributing to a rapid increase in market players
• Government further announces increasingly
comprehensive and internationally compatible laws and
policy frameworks, e.g., in the area of intellectual property
and dispute resolution
• Government deregulates the health insurance industry
and compels public health care systems to enable more
data-sharing with third party institutions such as life
sciences and commercial insurance. Subsequently, the
percentage of health care funded by commercial health
insurance products reach a new high.
• Domestic life sciences companies are contributing to a
significant percentage of the global innovation portfolio
in terms of next-generation modalities, e.g., cell, gene,
digital therapeutics for biopharma, non-invasive and digital
diagnostics, robotics for medtech, etc.
• A great percentage of sick care is no longer provided
within hospitals, but rather, through outside hospital
settings such as retail pharmacies, primary care clinics,
supermarkets, remote surgical centers, etc.
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Scenario 3: Thriving Consumerization

Scenario description
This is a future in which sustained economic prosperity has
caused profound and systemic cultural and behavior shifts
in the Chinese people. With elevated wealth and all basic
living needs satisfied, the concept of health and happiness
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is commonly accepted and universally pursued. People
no longer want the best diagnosis and treatment for their
diseases, but rather, continued maintenance of well-being in
terms of both the physical and mental states.
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Chinese consumers in this world desire more health and
wellness, as empowered by disruptive technologies, such
as AI, wearable devices and block chains, to become their
own guardians of health. Most of the activities are decentralized and conducted when consumers are at their
homes, in the nearby communities, or on the go. Many
virtual and community-based health delivery models
become commonplace, such as AI-enabled nutritionists,
virtual mental wellness sessions, disease management with
sensory technologies, digital therapeutics, and gamified
rehabilitation programs, etc. Health care institutions are
increasingly being used to treat complicated medical
conditions.
In this world, many health care services are directly
purchased by the consumers, informed by personal data
and using algorithms driven by health big data, potentially
through smart devices. Consumers purchase these retail
services based on convenience, pricing, outcome, and other
personal considerations. If geopolitical tension further eases
up, more cross-border consumptions of health and medical
tourism will also take place. China can become a regional
recipient as well as a provider for many types of crossborder health services, such as medical cosmetics, IVF, gene
therapies, or even remote surgeries, etc.
The health ecosystem exhibits unparalleled cross-sector
value co-creation. This collaboration is conducted through
innovation clusters targeting different health and well-being

issues, such as mental health and behavioral coaching,
congenital disease, nutritional health, chronic disease
management, rehabilitation, and others. Non-traditional
health care players such as internet, e-commerce, retail and
others, with an existing outreach to mass consumers and
their health and wellness insights, can play an effective role
in the orchestration of these innovation clusters to develop
and launch compelling consumer health solutions.
Early signs that signal a shift to this reality
• Significant de-regulation in the health care sector that
allows for more direct-to-consumer engagement by life
sciences companies, commercial licensing for health care
data, private health care and insurance, etc.
• Increased number of "hybrid" retail establishments with
numerous use cases of disruptive technologies that aim
to enhance consumers' total well-being, e.g., fitness and
nutrition centers, rapid retail genetics and disease risk
testing centers
• Booming number of retail exchanges where health
products and services are purchased, e.g., personalized
health plans, preventive medicine, virtual fitness,
supplements, and wearable devices
• Emergence and maturation of consumer advocacy and
social commerce that focus on evidence-based health and
wellness management
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Scenario 4: Smart Population Health

Scenario description
This is a future in which increased macro economical
and geopolitical tensions have greatly challenged the
health care system's sustainability to serve and finance.
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Meanwhile, Chinese consumers' mindsets have greatly
shifted due to an increased desire for total health and
well-being. The key challenge for this scenario is to
balance the limited health care resources and the growing
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demand for wellbeing. The health care transformation
led by the government will build new population health
management model enabled by smart city and smart
health, to enhance health service capabilities. A massive,
regionally interconnected network of regional owned
health management hubs are established. These hubs
will be managing a multi-tiered public smart health
care infrastructure across local communities, public
transportation systems, retail settings, and health
facilities to enable timely monitoring of population health
and allow for rapid mobilization of health care resources.
Meanwhile, massive integration of public health care and
funding will create accountable care organizations (ACO)
similar to those adopted in Western markets. Supported
by regional health data management, such organizations
will provide a full range of population health services,
such as wellness management, disease prevention and
management, mental and physical rehabilitation as well as
senior care services in the communities.

Early signs that signal a shift to this reality
• Government spending shifts the focus of health care
costs from existing health care services delivery and
pharmaceuticals to population-wide preventive medicine,
disease management, and rehabilitation
• Creation of more government sanctioned, integrated
health care organizations with the focus on delivering
accountable care, e.g., improved health and economic
outcomes for distinct populations
• Government establishes health care data and technology
hubs to enable more seamless data-sharing across
government and state-owned health care institutions (e.g.,
community health centers, clinics, hospitals, rehabilitation
centers, elder care centers) and across geographies
• Increase of smart public health care infrastructure that can
monitor and intervene based on sensory technologies for
a large number of communicable and non-communicable
diseases, such as COVID-19, diabetes, cardiac anomalies,
neurological/motor neuron diseases, etc.

In this scenario, all essential health care products and
services are still procured by the government. Scalable
health and health care innovations that can demonstrate
significant population-wide health and wellness benefits are
highly rewarded, for example, an AI platform for lifestyle/
nutrition coaching or digital therapeutics that significantly
raise the adherence of chronic patients.
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Multinational pharmaceutical and medical device
companies – a day in the life
Summary
China's future health ecosystem will further challenge
the traditional global-centric business models of MNCs.
They will need to build localized capabilities to accelerate
new therapeutic and disease-level innovations with agility

and China specificity. "Nationalized Infrastructure"
and "Smart Population Health" scenarios present
the challenges to MNCs. "Thriving Consumerization"
provides a different set of compliance and operational
challenges, while "Precision Health care" requires MNCs
to adopt business models most similar to those found in
mature markets.

Chart 9 – Multinational pharma and medical device companies – a day in the life

Precision Health Care
Similar to the United States, the European Union, and
Japan, China becomes the first-to-launch market for
MNC's innovative products addressing local therapeutic
challenges, such as rare diseases, oncology, immunology,
pediatrics, etc. The locally booming biopharma sector
provides ample access to local sciences, innovative
technologies and assets through local R&D as well as licensing
and development partnerships that can benefit China, APAC,
or even global markets. Precision medicine is driven by next
generation diagnostic tests, digital therapeutics and AI-based
interventions to alter the disease paradigm. Leading MNCs
are developing and commercializing through partnerships as
a way to provide more integrated diagnostics and treatment
solutions.

Nationalized Infrastructure
Government heavily nationalizes the health care
infrastructure, with increased scrutiny for MNCs to access
research, clinical, and real world health care data. First,
regular and frequent government backed tenders (volumebased purchases) favor massive local substitutions.
Second, national reimbursement, such as NRDL, heavily
prioritizes cost-effectiveness over clinical values, resulting
in increased pricing pressure that further erodes profit
margins. Many MNCs are either re-prioritizing their
business in China, and optimizing their supply chain layout,
or are further disguising themselves as local champions
with tech-transfer, JV and co-development partnerships.

Thriving Consumerization
Local de-regulations allow drug and device companies
more freedom to interface with consumers directly. As
a result, companies heavily transition to DTC business
models through E-commerce, iHospitals, and other
DTC channels. Companies also expand their product
offerings into health & wellness, disease management,
and rehabilitation programs through partnerships with
insurance and health management companies. Lastly,
sensor-enabled, data-driven smart therapeutic and
device products become commonplace to provide "true
peace of mind" to patients and consumers in at-home
or community health care settings using 5G networks
connected to caregivers who can intervene.

Smart Population Health
In this world, companies likely prioritize heavily products
that appeal to a single Chinese government payer that
can balance between short-term (e.g., cost effectiveness,
clinical) and long-term (health and social economic value)
outcomes. Although being heavily scrutinized by the
government, MNCs will need to drive more meaningful
and active participation in government-run population
health / patient health management programs. Bringing
overseas population health best practices that have
demonstrated success in other markets—such as health
data governance, use cases development, solution design
and implementation—will be critical.
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Domestic biopharma – a day in the life
Summary
China's future health ecosystem will offer opportunities for
domestic biotechs to become sustainable industry leading
players. They will need to either establish the scale required
for long-term success or develop specialized innovation
capabilities. "Nationalized Infrastructure" and "Smart

Population Health" scenarios present challenges for
domestic biotechs to establish scale and innovation quickly.
"Thriving Consumerization" provides the opportunity for
unique business model innovation, while "Precision Health
Care" contributes to the innovation with value for specific
medical needs of different populations, and gains more
recognition in the global market.

Chart 10 – Domestic biopharma – a day in the life

Precision Health Care
Domestic biotechs that represent true class-leading
therapeutic innovations by tapping into the local innovation
ecosystem will flourish in this world. Many categorical
leaders will emerge, such as those in gene editing, AI,
and digital therapies, adopting a first-in-class strategy to
address China specific needs. These local leaders who
leverage China's market as the basis for a global leadership
position in selected therapeutic areas will likely thrive in this
scenario. As such, there will be increased reverse-licensing,
co-development, JV, and M&A partnerships expected
for domestic biopharma to explore and fulfill their global
ambitions.

Nationalized Infrastructure
In this world where scalable and cost-effective products
are prioritized, established local biopharma companies
will need to significantly ramp up their scale of high quality
productions and distributorships in order to thrive.
Smaller, innovative domestic biopharma companies with
especially niche focus and high therapy costs (e.g., cell and
gene therapies) will face great market uncertainties. To
manage costs, innovative value chain models, such as MAH
and CDMO, are required to build flexible scales. Enhanced
development of TCMs as a national treasure in disease
treatment and management will also become a key theme
for a differentiated pathway of growth.
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Thriving Consumerization
Biopharma regulation on direct consumer education and
engagement will likely become more relaxed and flexible
in this world. Hence, domestic biotech companies that
have the agility and capabilities to shape the ecosystem for
truly innovative health and health care solutions will excel.
These innovative solutions may include beyond-the-pill
and around the pill innovations for consumer self-care,
innovative, omni-channel based 2C engagement models,
and connections with adjacent products (e.g., TCM) for
enhanced health and well-being management.

Smart Population Health
In this world, domestic biotech companies will need
to balance their R&D portfolio with more innovative
medicines, such as vaccines, digital medicines, to look
after the health of the wider community. They also need
to deploy an innovative collaboration model with the
government to access population level health care data
and insights, and subsequently play a key role in the
development of service offerings related to smart city /
smart population health management operations.
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Implications to diagnostic providers (products and
services) – a day in the life
Summary
The traditionally underplayed diagnostic sector will see
dramatic expansion across all four scenarios. "Nationalized
Infrastructure" will grant the most benefits to the areas
of lower-tier market expansion and domestic substitution

of diagnostic products. "Smart Population Health"
presents large opportunities for diagnostic innovation to be
integrated into smart health care infrastructure. "Thriving
Consumerization" provides rich opportunities for directto-consumer diagnostic solutions, while "Precision Health
Care" commands diagnostics to play a pivotal role in the
R&D and commercialization of personalized medicines.

Chart 11 – Diagnostic providers – a day in the life

Precision Health Care
In this world, diagnostic innovations are a key driver towards
the adoption of precision medicine in several ways. Firstly,
more Chinese specific biomarkers and companion diagnostics
will emerge, accelerating the R&D and commercialization of
personalized therapies; secondly, curation of large volumes of
multi-dimensional local data (e.g., EHR, genomics, wearables) is
commonplace, enabling diagnostic players to become insight
partners to researchers, biopharma and the HCPs; thirdly, the
close integration of diagnostic with therapeutics will enable
diagnostic companies to drive significant value creation
through innovative business models, such as licensing, codevelopment, fee for service, or JVs with life sciences players.

Nationalized Infrastructure
This world will see an expansion of a domestic diagnostic
sector with massive local substitution through GPOs
and volume-based tendering for routine tests. On the
innovative side, large scale proliferation of digital and AIaugmented diagnostic solutions as well as Point of Care,
self-administered diagnostics are welcomed to address
the constrained capacity of Chinese clinicians, while
improving the efficiency of diagnosis. Diagnostic services
will see a drastic expansion of central labs in the form of
regional diagnostic and imaging centers to drive scale and
coverage. Rapid testing labs are localized to enable the
tracking of communicable and chronic conditions in local
communities and rural areas.

Thriving Consumerization
This world will pose the most significant impetus to diagnostic
companies in pivoting towards a more consumer friendly
product & business model. For example, as the value of
genomics data becomes widely recognized by consumers
to predict and prevent health issues, diagnostic companies
are expected to not only excel in such test products, but
also shape an effective consumer health experience
through ecosystem alliances and partnerships (e.g., with
social commerce, commercial insurance, mobile carriers
and nutrition companies). With high stakes for consumer
privacy protection, leading players will need to establish
a robust data governance model as part of the social and
corporate responsibility agenda.

Smart Population Health
Successfully integrating diagnostic capabilities with
government-run smart city and health care infrastructure
is the key theme in this world. Rapid testing modalities
across various smart health care enabled CHCs, retail
drugstores, community supermarkets, and subway
stations will be welcomed. On-demand provision of
specialty diagnostics through either remote or centralized
services are desired. Diagnostic players are also expected
to work closely with other ecosystem players to develop
powerful predictive analytics that can help government
manage population health as well as critical public health
issues.
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Implications health care providers – a day in the life
Summary
In all scenarios, China health care providers will face an
increasing level of demand for worry-free, integrated and
tailored health solutions. "Nationalized Infrastructure"
will boost public hospital expansion and operation upgrade,
to enhance the efficiency and accessibility of health care

service. "Precision Health Care Innovation" tends to
lift the serviceability of entire health care system, while
"Thriving Consumerization" is likely to promote a
diversity of health care solutions tailored to individual needs
across the life cycle. "Smart Population Health" scenario
presents the greatest opportunity for governmentdirected regional accountable medical organizations
and health centers.

Chart 12 – Health care providers – a day in the life

Precision Health Care
A two-tiered, public / private health care system is the
signature in this world to address the diversified needs of
patients. Many public hospitals will focus on high quality
care with the introduction of leading medical technologies,
optimized operations, and improved service capabilities.
Private hospitals largely focus on the provision of premium,
patient-centric disease management services. There will be a
considerable level of coordination between the two providers
in terms of primary care, specialty care for complex diseases,
and long-term rehabilitations.

Nationalized Infrastructure
Refined and improved operations will be a key priority
for hospital providers in this world. Public hospitals will
redefine their operating models with digitalization to
drive faster patient turnaround and inter-department
delivery processes. Large scale adoption of clinical decision
support systems enabled with health technologies and
AI are also expected to improve the quality and efficiency
of care. Hospital providers will also more extensively
collaborate with data providers such as public payers, and
health care big data hubs to implement disease-level care
models such as DRGs.
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Thriving Consumerization
With the drastic expansion of health care consumerization,
the traditional hospital providers will be forced to
transform and innovate. Retail health services will thrive,
such as nutrition management, mental health, behavioral
coaching and senior care. They are expected to shape
meaningful consumer engagement experience via
ecosystem partnerships, such as BAT and social commerce
platforms, retail pharmacies, and commercial insurance.
Data, consumer insights, and branding are among the key
differentiators for the winning players.

Smart Population Health
In this world, the leading public hospital providers have
the opportunity to become government sanctioned
population health management organizations. They can
access regional health data hubs to evaluate the health
of specific populations (e.g. pre-diabetics) and to render
critical measures regarding the allocation of screening,
diagnostic, and clinical care resources. There will also be the
establishment of smart health care infrastructure that is fully
embedded into the smart cities to generate large volumes
of consumer health information, all of which will feed the
regional hubs to support population health management.
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Implications to SOEs – a day in the life
Summary
Chinese SOEs will face increasing market demand for
efficient, scalable access to health care products and
solutions. "Nationalized Infrastructure" scenario
leverages the core strength of SOEs to boost value chain
integration for cost-effective access to care. "Smart

Population Health" scenario further strengthens the
SOEs role in operating government-owned smart health
care facilities. "Precision Health care Innovation" and
"Thriving Consumerization" scenarios both significantly
challenge the SOEs to up their organizational agility as well
as innovation capabilities to thrive in a more market-driven
competitive environment.

Chart 13 – SOEs – a day in the life

Precision Health Care
In this world, government policies will prioritize investments into
life sciences innovation infrastructure. Hence, SOEs will have the
opportunity to participate in the development and operations
of key regional life sciences innovation hubs, such as those in
the Yangtze River Delta, Greater Bay Area, and Bohai rim. They
will be able to access and incubate potentially breakthrough
innovations such as cell and gene therapies, rapid point of
care diagnostics, etc. To succeed in this, SOEs will have to seek
major breakthroughs in talent and organizations in order to
access and retain top talents as well as seek out ecosystem
partnerships for health care innovations.

Nationalized Infrastructure
In this world, SOEs are the champions in carrying out
major government mandates around nationalized
health care infrastructure expansion and value chain
consolidation to drive scalable care coverage. They
will also leverage their channel advantages to deliver
high quality and affordable health care solutions,
such as complex generics and biosimilar drugs, to
the highly dispersed inland and rural markets. Strong
integration capabilities leveraging smart and digitized
manufacturing, supply chain and channel management
are expected to achieve a truly scalable cost structure.

Thriving Consumerization
To capture health care consumerism in this world, SOEs will
need to compete and cooperate with various ecosystem
players to achieve an optimal 2C business model. Their value
chain scale in distribution and retail will be greatly leveraged
to orchestrate big ecosystem alliances with e-commerce,
insurance, hospital, diagnostic centers and others for an
integrated consumer experience across various online
and offline 2C platforms. To succeed, SOEs will have to
significantly uplift their capacity for open innovation with
consumer-driven insights, multi-lateral cooperation, and agile
management of the innovation portfolio.

Smart Population Health
This world will see SOEs undertake major roles in the funding,
development, and operations of smart city and smart health
care infrastructure programs. They will also upgrade the
existing value chain footprint as part of the smart population
health solutions, for example, digitizing the SOE-owned
retail drugstores to enable continued monitoring of local
population health, and the procurement of relevant health
and wellness solutions from product makers. To succeed,
SOEs will need a strong influx of talent in areas such as public
health, multi-dimensional data analytics, and population
health management. They will have to transform their
operating and business models to become true operators of
state-owned health care infrastructure and to orchestrate
effective public-private partnerships.
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Implications to internet health players – a day in the
life
Summary
Internet health players will play their disruptive roles in
health care across all four scenarios. Both "Nationalized
Infrastructure" and "Smart Population Health" provide

more opportunities to participate in national health care
infrastructure development and operations. "Precision
Health care Innovation" provides personalized health
care delivery to patients with digital therapy and treatment,
while "Thriving Consumerization" puts the internet at the
center of total well-being solutions.

Chart 14 – Internet health players – a day in the life

Precision Health Care
In this world, internet health players can empower
precision medicine by providing multi-dimensional
data such as consumer/patient behavior, emotion and
outcomes. They are also expected to partner closely
with biopharma, device, and diagnostic companies to
develop next-generation digital therapeutics in the form
of digitized pills, data-driven automatic reminders and
HCP interventions to fundamentally alter the patient
experience. To succeed, internet players will have to
go beyond the "internet traffic is king" mindset and be
willing to understand the nature of diseases and clinical
care in order to build patient-centric solutions rooted
in deep insights and integration with the existing health
care models.

Nationalized Infrastructure
As government or SOE-led health care infrastructure
continues to expand in this world, BAT and technology
players can provide the essential technology infrastructure
(e.g., Cloud, Blockchain, 5G network) and apply these
technologies to government platforms for VBP, distribution
and cross-regional insurance claims. BAT will continue
to enhance collaborations forged with mobile carriers to
apply digital tracking in the formulation and enforcement
of public health regulations. They may also work with
the government to develop telemedicine to drive early
screening and diagnosis of critical diseases, powered by
a combination of high-speed 5G networks, AI algorithms,
and remote-controlled imaging and other diagnostic
modalities.
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Thriving Consumerization
In this world, there will be a booming segment full of virtual
health and wellness management solutions driven by social
commerce and the shared economy. Health products related
to beauty, nutrition, and cosmetics increasingly migrate to
e-commerce on leading social media and social commerce
platforms such as Weibo, Dianping, and Taobao. AI-driven
analysis on consumer sentiments combined with specialized
influencers will bring both "push and pull" to consumer
health. The shared economy will see its biggest inroads into
consumer health. Public and private internet hospitals, BAT,
digital health portals such as We Doc, Ali health, and fitness
providers will all tap into on-demand health care services
through location-based assessments, bringing diverse health
& wellness services to consumers. To succeed, BAT / internet
players will not only have to establish effective collaboration
models with wider health care system stakeholders, but also
ensure robust consumer privacy protections.

Smart Population Health
In addition to providing various technology infrastructures for
the state-run population health platforms, internet players
also have the opportunity to co-develop advanced analytics
and insight engines essential to the design and deployment of
innovative smart health management solutions. For example,
they can contribute large volumes of data from social
sensing, contact tracing, and self-reported antigen testing
to enable real-time and location-based COVID-19 pandemic
control. Similar models can also be established to enable
the smart management of other specific target populations
such as chronic & rare diseases, reproductive health, and
mental conditions. Internet players are expected to become
population health savvy, bring in disruptive technology
platforms such as quantum computing, and take proactive
measures to safeguard digital, data, and cyber security.
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Implications to commercial insurance companies – a
day in the life
Summary
All four future scenarios can impose higher requirements of
operational capability for commercial insurance companies
in terms of customer centricity, product innovation, and cost
management. However, effects are varied when it comes to
SOEs and MNCs. "Nationalized Infrastructure Boom"

and "Smart Population Health" are more favorable for
SOEs while creating more pressure to localize for MNCs.
"Precision Health Innovation" creates a more equitable
arena for all types of commercial insurance players where
differentiation in the value proposition is the key success
factor. "Thriving Consumerization" offers the most
optimistic market prospect for all commercial insurers and can
lead to the most drastic changes in their business models.

Chart 15 – Commercial insurance – a day in the life

Precision Health Care
This is a world where more diverse and personalized health
experiences are in high demand. As government relaxes
control over China's health ecosystem, commercial insurance
companies, including both SOEs and MNCs, will benefit from this
de-regulated market. A multi-tiered funding model will attract
more payments covered by commercial insurance players to
support premium and innovative health care services. In such
a diversified market, commercial insurance companies will have
to segment customers carefully in order to provide customized,
innovative products and value-added services based on each
customer segment's idiosyncratic needs. Commercial insurance
companies in China will also become a key market integrator
through active M&As to access premium / specialty health care
services, PBMs, TPAs, med tech, data analytics, etc.

Nationalized Infrastructure
This is the scenario where public insurance remains the
biggest payer. To more effectively manage the rising
medical costs, the Chinese government would rely more
on insurance SOEs for their industry know-hows to
manage public funding – co-management or contracted
management of public insurance programs run by SOE
insurers will therefore increase. However, government
will also diversify its funding sources by incorporating
more commercial insurance products into China's social
security system. Commercial insurance MNCs may need
to proactively and continuously invest into areas such as
medical data analytics and chronic disease management,
while improving operating efficiency in order to play a
meaningful role in this market.

Thriving Consumerization
This scenario will create the strongest impetus for the
commercial insurance companies to embrace, disruptive
shifts towards health care consumerism. Commercial
insurance will reward healthy lifestyles and disease
management behaviors with product innovations, such
as cash-backs, discounts for drugs, premium deductions
and vacations. Commercial insurance companies are also
expected to widely collaborate with health ecosystem
players to deliver more diversified health & wellness value
offerings, such as lifestyle coaching, outcome-based disease
management, rehabilitations and senior care. Innovative
fee-for-service, risk sharing, platforming and other business
models will be commonly used by commercial insurance
companies to create win-wins in these partnerships.

Smart Population Health
In this scenario, Chinese population health or
accountable care organizations will likely be state-owned
and co-opted by insurance SOEs in the regional markets.
Insurance SOEs are expected to be deeply involved
in the management of public funding spent across
regional smart health initiatives and health management
platforms. They may also proactively participate in
government-led programs to strengthen public-private
partnerships in order to gain access to quality medical
resources and talent for population health management.
Insurance MNCs, on the other hand, can position
themselves to become such partners by contributing
critical know-hows on population health, data &
analytics, as well as talent from more mature markets.
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We are in an increasingly volatile and uncertain world. Any
of these potential scenarios may occur, and early signs of all
four futures are already present today. As we look to 2022
and beyond with increased pressure for China to reopen its
economy to overseas and an ever-complicating geopolitical
environment, the need for informed, measured long-term
thinking for China's health care and its roles on the global
scale has never been greater. The following key common
themes should serve as the starting point to plan for these
future scenarios.
Consumers and patients will become
more active participants of health
and health care – designing for a
compelling health care experience
and empowering the consumers will
ultimately drive value and recognition
End consumer behaviors and preferences, no matter
how varied across these scenarios, will continue to exert
a significant effect on the solutions and offerings that
the health care system prioritizes for the future. As the
education and level of knowledge continue to increase,
demand will diversify, and the level of ownership will
continue to increase. Regardless of programs that are
either heavily centralized by the state or those that are
heavily tailored to individual needs, effective consumer or
patient engagement, in the form of education, enablement,
and intervention will be critical to successful health care
products/programs of the future.
Disruptive innovations are not just
knocking on the door – it is already
happening at a lightning speed and will
be the norm in the future
External disruptions from non-traditional
innovators are already taking place. Whether tightly or
loosely controlled by the government, they will cause
continued replacement and substitution of the more
traditional health care system. For example, in China, over
30 companies with publicly announced financing rounds
have been actively developing next-generation cell and gene
therapeutic products. 30 More than 30 companies are in the
process of commercializing their AI solutions to accelerate
drug discovery and development. 31 According to the
National Health Commission, online consultations increased
20-fold year-on-year during the COVID-19 pandemic in
2020, accelerating the evolving from traditional medical

service to smart health management. 32 Regardless of the
future scenarios, all health care system players will have to
re-imagine their innovation agenda to access and incubate
more disruptive innovations that can yield more speed,
quality, and efficiency to the health care system.
New business models are essential to
truly prepare for a more customercentric future of health
All four scenarios will see the future health
care value chain become more integrated
and customer-centric. New business models will take root
and shift the basis of value creation/value capture in certain
areas of the market. For example, traditional life sciences
companies will have the strongest imperatives to shift from
selling products to integrated service offerings that can help
customers and patients attain a unique product experience.
SOEs and internet health care companies are more likely
to become on-demand platform co-operators, serving to
optimize health care deliveries to the consumers/patient
population. Commercial insurance players may very well
become professional health and wellness managers with
innovative pay-for-performance and gamified customer
loyalty programs. Business model innovation with Chinese
characteristics will be essential for health care system
players to become truly customer-centric.
Data, Technology & Analytics are
becoming a core competency for health
care system players
In all scenarios, health data, as well as data
analytics technologies, are required to
generate individual and population health insights. Various
data types—e.g., clinical trials, electronic health records,
individual and population-wide real world health data, multiomics, insurance claims data—will all be of critical value to
health care players in products R&D and commercialization.
In terms of data asset acquisition, all players will likely make
efforts to instill more connectivity across different data
sources and data types, and strengthen the integration
of data to improve data quality; in terms of data asset
application, all players will develop use cases rooted in
health data with specific and measurable values to the
health care system, and at the same time navigate China's
complex and ever-evolving regulatory landscape of data
access, privacy, safety, and ownership.
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The four future scenarios described in this paper
showcase fundamentally different pathways towards
realizing the Healthy China 2030 aspiration. All require
systemic transformations of the current health care
system. We would like to finish with the following call
to actions for both incumbents and disruptors as they
collectively continue to shape this vital industry.
Aspiring future of health players will have to foster
boundless innovations rooted in multi-lateral
collaborations. With changing customer behaviors and
increasing cross-sector participation, the health care as
we know it will be re-defined as traditional boundaries

blur and even break down. As a result, all scenarios
provide rich opportunities for new business models
to reshape value creation/capture. Although certain
stakeholders are more favored in certain scenarios than
others, we do see cross-sector collaboration being a
constant theme to drive truly impactful innovations.
As a result, having a shared success mindset, actively
seeking externalized innovation, and building the right
organizational capabilities to enable value co-creation
with ecosystem partners will be some of the key steps to
take towards more disruptive innovations in the future of
China's health care.
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Major digitization of operating and business models
is required to fully embrace the new possibilities
of digitized and shared health care. Across all four
scenarios, there are rich opportunities to leverage new
technologies, such as AI, wearable devices, digital drugs, etc.,
to increase the efficiency of health delivery and to develop
paradigm-changing health solutions. At the same time, data
will also increase in importance and value, even becoming
a source of competitive advantage for many players in each
scenario. All players will have to critically evaluate their
enterprise level digital agenda depending on their current
digital maturity and what roles they want to play in the future
health ecosystem. Although companies' digital maturity may
vary greatly, there are several critical dimensions to consider
for one's digital agenda, including digitization of operations,
access to health data and insights, digitized products
and solutions, as well as new business models.
New and bold policies and regulations are required
to catalyze the future health care systems. Proactive
policies and regulations are critical to the transformation
of health care systems. They not only influence consumer
health decisions but also impact health care players'
business strategies. With care, policies can direct the power
of these choices towards healthier and more sustainable
health care consumption while increasing system
resiliency. Policies can also strengthen integrated efforts in
infrastructure, innovation, inflow of social and private capital,
and other areas necessary to accelerate the transformation
of health care. To really land those big, transformational
changes described in the four scenarios, both policymakers
and health care players will need to work together now more
than ever.
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• Policymakers have the opportunity to create an enabling
environment for more disruptive innovations designed to
address fundamental challenges in the health care system.
This includes continued public funding of R&D, training of
next generation health care talent, more progressive policies
to encourage and reward innovations, and more openness
towards the private health care sector. On the innovations
front, policies that reward the underlying health economic
benefits of a product rather than largely focusing on costs
can encourage more players to bring their latest innovative
products to market. That in turn will create enhanced trust
from Chinese consumers and patients.
• Health care players, on the other hand, will need to more
proactively collaborate with the government to shape a more
forward-looking policy environment. Such collaboration can
go beyond the simple advisory role to include substantive
partnerships on policy effectiveness research, evidencebased prioritization of health care policies, as well as publicprivate partnerships to build regulatory assets (such as real
world databases and technical standards).
Social impact should be elevated to become a core
design principle for future of health care solutions.
Regardless of the future scenarios, improving the
accessibility to health care will always be required.
Historically, social impact was largely viewed as a
corporate responsibility through philanthropy. However,
there is a real opportunity for social impact to drive
more sustainable businesses for all players in the
health care system.
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• For health care product manufacturers, this translates into a
more socially responsible commercialization path that grants
consumers and patients more accessible, affordable, and
high quality products.

economic prosperity and social welfare. For government,
it implies the need for policies that elevate inclusive social,
economic, and environmental priorities for today and
future generations.

• For health care providers, this means addressing the key
care gaps in the system to meet the needs not only for the
majority of patients, but also for those areas that are underrepresented, such as rare diseases. They can also leverage
more creative models to improve the accessibility to care in
less developed regions, in the ways such as digital pathology,
remote surgery, virtual consultation.

• Exercise system leadership. Creating health care system
transformation will require courageous leaders who take a
holistic view of the challenges at hand, engage with diverse
actors throughout the system to jointly tackle those
challenges, and build new alliances to work towards shared
goals. Leaders in business, policy and society must step
up to cultivate a shared vision for our common aspirations,
empower widespread innovation and action, and enable
mutual accountability for progress.

• For health care financing companies, such as insurance
companies, this means developing funding models that
can drive greater accessibility of health care, justly reflect
the value of health solutions, and promote the healthy
consumption of health care resources.
• Disrupters such as health technology companies will
have to consider investing heavily in innovative, scalable
solutions, such as telemedicine, on-demand health care
services, and health and wellness social commerce to
drive the democratization of health care across different
demographics.
Responsive and agile leadership is needed from
all sectors in health ecosystem. All future scenarios
of health care described in this paper depend on agile
and strong collaboration among all stakeholders in the
ecosystem. This requires responsive and responsible
leadership that manifests in the following ways:
• Build trust and transparency. In an increasingly dynamic
market, the resiliency of health care systems depends on
greater trust in governments, businesses and consumers,
which must be earned through more responsible and
transparent activities. For business, this means that shortterm financial gains should not distract from long-term

• Collaborate across traditional silos. As this scenarios
analysis indicates, to sustainably address China's health care
needs by 2030 will require unprecedented innovation and
coordination by all actors in the ecosystem. Multi-stakeholder
collaboration will be needed to achieve joint aspirations,
as will the engagement of diverse stakeholders in policy,
businesses and key health care systems stakeholders – with
particular attention to patients and consumers.
The health care system in China is evolving rapidly, while its
long-term future remains highly uncertain. With the right
influences and decisions, any scenario elaborated in this
paper, or a combination of them, could happen by 2030
or even sooner. The time is now for all stakeholders in
the extended health ecosystem to come further together.
Collectively, stakeholders have an opportunity to not only
get ready but also to shape China's 2030 health care system
that can create more demands for domestic and global
health care products, healthier competitions that drive more
innovation and value recognition, and ultimately a system
that improves the health status for the entire China, even
global population.
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